The Twins, second and third left back row, with July 1942 graduating class on the
Sterling bomber at Cottesmore, England

Ernie, left, and Doug share a moment with their mother, Mary Edith Tod, on January 15, 1942.

In above and below photos, Doug and Ernie share a few minutes, and a
cigarette with good buddy Johnny Fuller. The trio was assigned to the 75 New
Zealand Squadron

Johnny Tod, middle, met up with his twin borthers Doug in England.

Fatal crash not the Twins’ first

About a month before their fatal crash of June 23, the Sterling Bomber carrying
the Twins crash landed in the North Sea after running out of fuel en route home
from a raid over Frankfurt, Germany.
While the crew evacuated the plane, Sgt. Ernie Tod tapped out the location on
the Steling’s wireless. The message pinpointed the bomber’s position allowing
the Walrus rescue plane to land near by within 15 minutes.
The Twins almost fellout of the dinghy when the door opened to reveal one of
the rescuers was Ted Teillet, below photo, a classmate from Norberry School.
“What kept you guys,” the Twins yellled as Spitfire fighters roared overhead.
The air cover was already en route when the massage: “We’re hitting the water
was sent.”
For his valiant action, Sgt. Ernie Tod was awarded the Distinguished Flying
Medal.
“The ribbon was the only way to tell the apart”, said their squadron mates.
The Twins were not only identical, they were inseparable, which is why they
were on the same plane. Both were Warrant Officers Air Gunners and wireless
operators. The Twins switched roles on alternating bombing runs over Germany.

Doug and Ernie stand beside a Sterling
bomber in England. Below is the Distinguished
Flying Medal awarded to Ernie for his actions following a May 1943 crash into the
North Sea. The Tods were assigned to the
75 New Zealand Squadron.

The Sterling bomber had a very short wing span.

